
‘Pristine’ Biden Ballots That Looked Xeroxed Has Georgia Judge on Alert 

Fulton County, Georgia poll manager Suzi Voyles says there was something bizarre as she sorted through 

large stacks of mail-in ballots last November. “She noticed an alarmingly odd pattern of uniformity in the 

markings for Joseph R. Biden. One after another, the absentee votes contained perfectly filled-in ovals for 

Biden – except that each of the darkened bubbles featured an identical white void inside them in the shape of a 

tiny crescent, indicating they‟d been marked with toner ink instead of a pen or pencil” reports Real Clear 

Investigations. 

Additionally, “all of the ballots were printed on different stock paper than the others she handled as part of a 

statewide hand recount” of the November 3 election. Mail-in ballots generally without fail have folds or creases 

from having been in envelopes, but none that she observed had any. 

“All of them were strangely pristine” said Voyles. Three other poll workers also had the same concerns and all 

have made sworn testimony under penalty of perjury that the stacks of absentee ballots for Biden looked fake. 

When the workers raised concern with county election officials, “we were told not to worry about it…they 

seemed uninterested in the [integrity of the] ballots” said Voyles who was later fired as a poll manager by the 

Fulton County Department of Elections after she blew the whistle in affidavits and state election hearings. 

Despite sworn affidavits from multiple poll workers, election officials tried to justify the suspiciously pristine 

votes for Biden by saying sometimes ballots are copied onto other paper if they are too damaged to be fed 

through the scanning machines during tabulation. They said mailed ballots can be torn or crumpled in transit by 

postal workers or when opened by poll workers. But that does not even remotely explain how hundreds of 

stacks of ballots are in the exact condition. Rips, tears and folds show up as dark markings in copies. 
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RealClearInvestigations Reports: 

Now election watchdogs have used their affidavits to help convince a state judge to unseal all of the 147,000 

mail-in ballots counted in Fulton and allow a closer inspection of the suspicious Biden ballots for evidence of 

counterfeiting. They argue that potentially tens of thousands may have been manufactured in a race that Biden 

won by just 12,000 votes thanks to a late surge of mail-in ballots counted after election monitors were 

shooed from State Farm Arena in Atlanta. 

“We have what is almost surely major absentee-ballot fraud in Fulton County involving 10,000 to 20,000 

probably false ballots,” said Garland Favorito, the lead petitioner in the case and a certified poll watcher who 

runs VoterGa.org, one of the leading advocates for election integrity in the state. 

He said the suspect ballots remain in the custody of the election officials and inaccessible from public 

view. “We have confirmed that there are five pallets of shrink-wrapped ballots in a county warehouse,” 

Favorito said in an interview with RealClearInvestigations. He and other petitioners were ordered to meet at 

the warehouse May 28 to settle the terms of the inspection of the absentee ballots. 

But the day before the scheduled meeting, the county filed a flurry of motions to dismiss the case, delaying the 

inspection indefinitely. “We will be in court on June 21 to resolve these motions,” said Favorito, calling them 

another “roadblock” the county has tried to throw in their way. He expects talks over the logistics of the 

inspection to resume after the Fourth of July holiday. 
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